INTRODUCING CLEAR GLASS OF

654 PPM

PURITY KA PERFECT MEASURE

WHAT MAKES SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS SO CLEAR AND SO PURE? FIND OUT NOW.
DID YOU KNOW?

The iron content of silica-sand, a key raw material, determines the quality of glass.

The lower the iron content, the Clearer and Purer is the glass.

By bringing down the iron content to just 654 PPM, we have achieved PURITY KA PERFECT MEASURE.
To check the clarity and purity of a glass,

Just tilt the glass to check its tint. The lesser the tint, the higher is its Clarity and Purity.

And with the lowest iron content of 654 PPM, Saint-Gobain brings to you **CLEARLY, THE PUREST GLASS.**
Saint-Gobain has always given you unmatched clarity. Now, it’s time to experience the **PURITY KA PERFECT MEASURE** with clear glass of 654 PPM.

Buy your glass wisely.

Stay true to the best **Clarity** and **Purity** with Saint-Gobain.